Abstract. Neural recording is an important key for us to realize the neuron activity, and multi-channel recording will be more and more crucial. However, nowadays research can only deal with spontaneous signals, which characteristics are far different from evoked signals. For evoked signals, we cannot just judge the spike at the front-end because evoked signals can't be distinguished by recent spike sorting algorithm. Then, we need to send "full" waveform for bio-researchers. Therefore, proper compression algorithm is unavoidable due to full waveform transmission creates huge data amount. We use signal processing skills to get the targets for lossless compression, SNR>25db, and compression rate (compressed data / origin data)<25%.
Introduction
For recent biomedical research, recording the neural data plays a vital role, especially in neuroprosthetics devices and Brain Machine Interfaces (BMI). Further more, multichannel recording is a trend and necessary for the analysis. One of the most difficult problems is the huge data, for example, a typical recording experiment with a 100-electrode array sampled at 64 kHz per channel with 12-bit precision yields the data rate up to 76.8Mbps, which is much beyond the state-of-art wireless links for biological applications. Only with wireless transmitting, we can do experiments on freely behaving primates instead of anesthetized animals.
Spontaneous signals have some good solutions, such as so-called NPU (Neuro Processor Unit) [1] [2] [3] . This is because spontaneous signals are often produced by one neuron, and the signal is clear, which can be easily detected by just setting a threshold. (Fig 1A) Due to this identity, we can send 0-1 signal for with or without a spike, and the data can be reduced to very little. However, evoked signals are often produce by a bundle of neuron not a single neuron. Therefore, evoked signals are overlapping very serious and cannot deal with simple algorithm. (Fig 1B) Without good data compression method, the recent neural recording systems (NPU) only can transfer the complete waveform of one channel or just active portion of part signal, even only the digital 0-1 signal. This is what we want to resolve and develop a proper evoked signal compression method for evoked signals.
Another important issue in neural recording system is low power. All biomedical chip which implanted into living things must operate at very low power (no more than 8-10mW) [4] to avoid temperature rise above 1 o C and prevent neural tissue damage. Thus, our compression must be simple and proper for bioresearch application.
This paper provides a novel method to compress the neural signal to only 25% of original data amount, and maintain the full waveform with simple algorithm suitable for low power. 
Data, Experiments and Compression Method
Neuronal response to qualified mechanical stimuli on the tail of Wistar rat was recorded by the glass microelectrode positioned in the primary somatosensory cortex (S1) of the rat. A 5-order Bassel filter with pass-band from 330 Hz to 10 kHz filtered Low-frequency component of the signals. Data were then acquired at 100 kHz by a 12-bit AD card (PCI-MI-16E-4, National Instrument) under the LabVIEW user interface. (Fig 1C) .
Although evoked signals are hard to analysis, but we can still use some technique which is common at signal processing field, such as audio compression, video compression, etc. [5] Combining with bio-informatics knowledge, our compression method has some novel features which target for evoked signals (Fig 2A) .
Intelligent Algorithm
Different from traditional compression method, our new algorithm can "recognize" spike. We use the skill of spike detection to recognize where maybe exist some spikes. Setting a threshold can easily let the compression algorithm know where is the important data and where is not. This is the key-point. If we treat the spike and the noise the same, the compression cannot have further breakthrough [6] .
Adaptive Variable Quantization
Previous compression method on neural signal is set a threshold on DWT and zeroing [6] [7] . This method can cut some small coefficient and get the compression target, but in the field of signal processing, quantization skill plays an important role, like JPEG or video standard H.264 etc. The concept is that different part of data has different importance. In video compression, human eyes are not sensitive to high frequency part, and then we do small quantization on low frequency part but large quantization on high frequency part, like JPEG quantization table. Here, combining the intelligent algorithm, we can compress the spike less and compress the noise more. Quantization theoretically can perform better than zeroing from signal processing knowledge.
Model Free
Model issue is an important problem. If we don't establish the model, we can save much computation compared to other method [7] . Existing spike sorting method all need some complex algorithm, like PCA, K-means, to generate the model and recognize different neuron. Our novel compression algorithm didn't need establish any model to help the compression, so that we can achieve the low power goal.
Results and Discussion
As you can see, the reconstructed waveform is very close to original data (Fig. 2B) . Original data is 12bits, and after compression, the entropy is down to 3bits. The compression ratio is 25%, and the SNR is more than 25db, compared to recent work [6] is no more than 5db. Especially, around the circle on Fig. 2B , the intelligent algorithm detects the spike, so the waveform quality is better than other parts.
In general, increasing the quantization value improves the amount of compression achieved (decreasing entropy) but degrades SNR. (Fig. 3) The higher SNR needs more bits, so the trade-off between SNR and compression ratio (compressed data amount/original data amount) is obviously. Users can choose different quantization value at spike part and non-spike part in order to match application requirements. 
Conclusion and Future Work
We use some skills, which are common at signal processing field but not common in neural signal processing, to provide full waveform compression and benefits for the wireless neural recording system. Also, this new method is as simple as traditional thresholding and DWT algorithm. In the future, we will start to develop a proper compression algorithm for multi-channel signal compression. Multi-channel compression is more important than single channel because the data is much huger. Proper multi-channel evoked signal compression method will be an important issue in bioresearch field.
